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PRONTO GIVES STUDENTS INSTANT ACCESS TO HELP AND MAKES THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE MORE EQUITABLE

Students are busy juggling life and want an easy way to stay informed, get questions answered quickly, and meet with teachers 
to get help from wherever they are. Pronto is modern, fast, familiar, and mobile-frist—built exactly the way students want to 
interact. Pronto’s interface mimics popular consumer apps that students already use and allows them to connect with students 
and teachers in an informal and easy way right from their mobile device. 

Through our LMS integrations, Pronto connects students to everyone automatically on day one, giving students instant access 
to peers, teachers, and advisors so that they can get questions answered immediately and connect from anywhere through 
instant messaging or face-to-face video chat.

With Pronto, students connect more often and in more meaningful ways, helping to personalize relationships with teachers and 
peers. As a result, students feel more valued, better taken care of and more confident in their ability to succeed.



PRONTO SAVES TEACHERS TIME AND PROVIDES A DIRECT 
LINE TO STUDENTS

Teachers want to make a difference, but email and other 
communications systems are often time-consuming and 
ineffective at reaching students. Pronto saves teachers time and 
helps them actually connect with their students in meaningful and 
convenient ways.

Simply put, today’s students don’t respond to email, and other 
platforms aren’t used regularly by students. Students love Pronto 
and their active usage of the product gives teachers a direct line 
to their students to share information with their class, encourage a 
struggling student or help answer questions one-to-one.
Pronto offers a quick and easy way to reach students in ways that 
students actually see and respond to.

Pronto enables teachers to make a difference. Through Pronto’s 
one-touch video chat and direct messaging features, teachers can 
have regular, authentic connections with students—building 
meaningful relationships in ways that help students feel valued 
and promote confidence to succeed.

THE BEST STUDENT ENGAGEMENT TOOL TO SOLVE THE 
COMMUNICATION GAP BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS AND 
THEIR STUDENTS

Every institution is trying to find ways to engage and help more 
students graduate and be successful, but it’s hard to find tools 
that provide a direct line to students. Students don’t check email 
often enough, and other tools are outdated and not designed to 
the modern student’s preferences. Pronto is the answer—a 
mobile-first platform that students will adopt and use regularly.

Pronto solves the communication gap between institutions and 
students so that institutions can reach students and help them 
access all the resources available to help them be successful and 
have a rewarding college experience. Messages hit students right 
on their mobile phone, keeping them informed in real-time.

Pronto connects your entire campus automatically through LMS 
integrations, giving your students instance access to peers, 
teachers, tutors, and advisors. Pronto is the ultimate student 
success tool because it enables students to access all of the 
resources available  to them, get questions answered 
immediately, and form authentic and meaningful relationships that 
help them graduate and succeed. 




